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SUMMARY:
Consumption of energy drinks grows worldwide
which increases the need for research and scientific prove
for their safe use concerning health effects they might
cause among the population. Not properly discussed remains the issue about employers who offer their employees energy drinks in the workplace without any limits. Not
fully clarified are the safe levels of consumption of caffeine by workers with a high level of mental tension.
Purpose is to explore coffee consumption among
people working at different levels of stress in the workplace.
Material and methods: A cross-sectional study of
coffee consumption and working conditions was conducted
with an emphasis on psycho-emotional tension among
working-age people from north-eastern Bulgaria. A structured proprietary questionnaire including questions about:
coffee intake and working conditions has been developed.
Results: Daily consumption of coffee correlates with
the following characteristics of the labor task:
- Level of stress according to self assessment 0,086
- Deficiency of time by performing daily obligations
0,121
- Risk of failure by daily tasks 0,208
- Presence of high work responsibility 0,143
Consumption of coffee among workers with high
work responsibility is proven to lead to increased subjective feeling and fear of failures with serious consequences
(p<0.05).
Conclusions: The complex approach for the evaluation of health effects caused by consumption of coffee includes the assessment of the risk factors due to working
conditions and lifestyle.
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INTRODUCTION:
Consumption of energy drinks grows worldwide
which increases the need for research and scientific prove
for their safe use in regard to health effects they might cause
among the population. Previous researches show a reliable
increase in systolic blood pressure values for caffeine vs.
decaffeinated drinks. However, differences in hypertensive
responses within 1 hour after low-moderate consumption
and high caffeine consumption have not been fully eluciJ of IMAB. 2018 Oct-Dec;24(4)

dated [1]. Disturbing the quality of sleep, caffeine over-consumption also indirectly affects mental health. Lack of
healthy sleep itself exacerbates the risk of excessive consumption of tonic drinks by the person in order to overcome
the fatigue that has occurred in the workplace. Fatigue that
accumulates poses a risk of health consequences, and above
all, in predominantly mental work these are the disturbances
of mental health. Studies of the effects of caffeine on academic achievements among 7,377 young people indicate
that daytime sleepiness can be associated with both alcohol
and tobacco use and caffeine consumption. Consumption
of coffee and energy drinks among young people is high.
For example ,according to a representative survey in Canada
about 74% of the population,aged 12-24 years use
caffeinated beverages, and 16% exceed the safe daily dose
(the maximum dose) [2]. In the last decade, the unfavorable
combination of caffeine containing beverages (energy
drinks) with alcohol has been permanently enforced which
increases the risk of alcohol-related incidents. Apart from
this caffeine consumption itself, mainly based on food imports through energy drinks is directly associated with some
mental illness [3, 4]. At the same time, modern forms of work
show a continuous tendency towards ever more widespread
predominantly intellectual work. The psycho-emotional
characteristics of workload are more and more proven occupational health risks. Stressful working conditions combined
with prolonged working hours and an unhealthy lifestyle
are the main factor for the epidemic of non-infectious diseases, including hypertension and metabolic disturbances.
This requires preventive interventions and promotion of
healthy nutrition at work in order to protect the public health
and maintain working capacity. Not properly discussed remains the issue about employers who offer their employees
energy drinks in the workplace without any limits. Not fully
clarified are the safe levels of consumption of caffeine by
workers with a high level of mental tension.
We set our goal to explore coffee consumption among
people working at different levels of stress in the workplace.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
A cross-sectional study of coffee consumption and
working conditions was conducted with an emphasis on
psycho-emotional tension among working-age people from
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north-eastern Bulgaria. 502 respondents were interviewed
at the age of 19 to 80. The average age of participants was
39 ± 0.5 years. They are divided into groups according to
the level of self-assessment for psycho-emotional stress in
the workplace.
Methods: A structured proprietary questionnaire including questions about: coffee intake and working conditions has been developed. The statistical processing was
performed with the SPSS version 13 statistical package via

descriptive, correlation and Hi-square analyzes. The significance level was set at values of p <0.05 and p <0.01
RESULTS:
The gender distribution of the surveyed contingent
shows that men are 217 or 43.2% and women- 285 or
56.8%. Coffee is a daily-consumed toning drink in the
workplace with the majority of people working in psychoemotional stressors. (Figure 1)

Fig. 1. Daily use of coffee by workers exposed to psycho-emotional stressors (%)

For a daily consumption of coffee report 40 people
or 57,1% by people in hypostress, in addition to 130 or
65,3% in eustress up to 130 or 68,4% of people working
in hyperstress .
Fig. 2. Distribution of daily coffee users according
to the self-assessment of stress levels in the workplace (%)

2286

People who do not consume caffeine-conening drinks
7 or 14,9% of people with low levels of stress, in addition to
12 or 7,1% of people with moderate levels of stress and 16
or 10,3% fo respondents workin at high levels of stress
according to their self-assessment. The reverse is the trend
for the high consumption of more than three drinks a day,
with the prevailing relative share of persons working in the
conditions of hyperstress. (Figure 3)
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Fig. 3. Number of coffees per day according to the levels of stress

Daily consumption of coffee correlates with the following characteristics of the labor task:
- Level of stress according to self assessment 0,086
- Deficiency of time by performing daily obligations
0,121
- Risk of failure by daily tasks 0,208
- Presence of high work responsibility 0,143
There is no correlation between the number of coffees
consumed daily by age and the level of stress in the
workplace.
Consumption of coffee among workers with high
work responsibility is proven to lead to increased subjective feeling and fear of failures with serious consequences
(p<0.05).
DISCUSSION
The connection between stress at the workplace and
caffeine consumption is hampered due to the significant
interaction of caffeine with smoking [5]. A meta-analysis of
three epidemiological studies found that almost 86% of
smokers and only 77% of non-smokers consume coffee [6].
People who drink up to 3 coffees a day have a better
memory and increased attention. The dementia processes
slow down, and release of dopamine is triggered which
reduces the risk of death due to Parkinson and lowers depressive syndromes.10- years research finds 0,85 ÎÐ by
women, who consume 2-3 coffees daily [7].
Significant caffeine consumption, mainly by highenergy drinks, is associated with the incidence of mental
illness, with no direct correlation [3] and depends on multiple factors. [4] Some studies indicate positive effects such
as low caffeine doses that stimulate work capacity [8]. Evidence ,however, suggest dose-dependence of the responses,
such as Kaplan et al. [9] found that 250 mg increased mood,
while 500 mg lead to irritability. Acute immediate effects
vary considerably depending on whether at the time of testing the participants in the study are in the period between
consumption in the so-called caffeine deficiency or during
attempts to reduce consumption. It is inappropriate to equate
physiological reactions by non-consumers with those who
are abstinent after several years of consumption [10].
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Discussing the possibility that caffeinated beverages
are likely to cause behavioral problems or might negatively
affect mental health and work capacity, it is important to
note that these products are often offered with an active
marketing policy aimed at young people and inexperienced
workers.
Young people aged between 12 and 17 represent the
fastest growing population of caffeine consumers [11] as in
30-50% of cases they consume also energy drinks [3]. This
once again proves the need to study the relationship between consumption of toning drinks in the workplace and
mental health in regard to positive, negative and disputable
effects.
A major searched effect of caffeine consumption is
the immediate reduction of any signs of fatigue and improvement of performance [13, 14]. Double-blind studies
comparing energy drinks versus placebo describe a correlation with increased activity, self-esteem, social extravertness
[15], but also with depression and anxiety [16] and coping
with fatigue in solving cognitive tasks [23]. Drinking
caffeinated beverages shortens the reaction time for numerous visual and auditory stimuli, as well as monotonous tasks;
improves the ability to analyze data, logical thinking, digital and verbal memory [17].
At the same time, Scholey and Kennedy [18], do not
find any effects of drinks containing caffeine, glucose, ginseng or ginkgo biloba on the readiness for work. A study of
Grasser et al. [19] publishes about a lack of differences in
coping with stress between coffee consumers and water consumers who were given a task to deal with stressful mental
arithmetic loads. Other studies have found evidence that
caffeine can reduce cognitive impairment in conditions of
chronic psychosocial stress, especially in unhealthy nutrition [20, 21].
Negative effects are mainly associated with an increase in tension and anxiety 1 hour after consumption [14].
Scientific literature mainly explores the positive immediate effects without taking into consideration any side effects. There are no studies on psychic effects by chronic use.
From ten open-label studies on the influence of caffeinecontaining beverages on stress and stress-related conditions,
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two have not found a link, [22, 23], three describe one [24],
and the rest have contradictory and indirect results due to
lack of a direct correlation but with an established impairment of sleep quality [25, 26, 27]. Concerning anxiety levels, the results range from direct correlation with caffeine
consumption [22, 28] to negative [29], as alcohol and smoking consumption are also obscuring factors. Conclusions of
the studies investigating the association with depressive
conditions are similar: a reduction in the symptoms [30, 24]
to a worsening of the condition [31], and notably without
reliably proven unilateral dependencies [22, 28].
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More research is needed in regard to safe consumption of coffee as toning drink in the working place among
employees with high level of stress also in regard to combined negative health effects on the cardio-vascular system, metabolism and psychics.
The complex approach for the evaluation of health
effects caused by consumption of coffee includes the assessment of the risk factors due to working conditions and
lifestyle.
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